
 

Coal-fired power plants making Europeans
sick, report says
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Exhaust rises from cooling towers at the Neurath lignit coal-fired power station
at Grevenbroich near Aachen, southern Germany on September 11, 2012.
Emissions from coal-fired power plants in the European Union contribute to
over 18,000 premature deaths a year and cost an annual 42.8 billion euros, a
report from the Health and Environment Alliance (HEAL) said.
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(HEAL) said Thursday.

The 46-page report titled "The Unpaid Health Bill", says such power
plants are a key contributor to air pollution, dubbed an "invisible killer"
and a major public health threat by medical experts.

Figures published in the report blame the plants for more than 18,200 
premature deaths, some 8,500 new cases of chronic bronchitis and over
four million lost working days each year.

When Croatia, Serbia and Turkey too are taken into account, mortality
rises to 23,000 premature deaths, with the bill at 54.7 billion euros.

"The findings are particularly worrying given that the use of coal is now
rising after years of decline," said Genon Jensen, who heads the
environmental network.

Germany, which along with Poland and Romania, account for almost
half the health bill, is relaunching coal-fired plants following its decision
to shut down nuclear reactors.

"The startlingly high costs to human health should trigger a major
rethink on EU energy policy," Jensen said.

Jean-Paul Sculier of the European Respiratory Society said that
"addressing air pollution from coal power plants alone has the potential
to yield significant savings to health budgets, especially given that an
average coal power plant operates for at least forty years."

(c) 2013 AFP
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